Introduction
An investor in an IPO in emerging markets such as China, India, Malaysia, and Brazil would have earned huge returns on the listing day (China 165%, India 93%, Malaysia 70%, Korea 55%, Brazil 49%) 1 . The comparable listing day returns for developed countries is much lower (Germany 27%, Australia 20%, U.S. & U.K. about 17%, France 11%, Canada 7%). This raises the important issue as to what causes these huge differences in initial returns. A very rich literature based on developed markets has sought to justify underpricing using theories based on rationality such as information asymmetry. Loughran, Ritter, and Rydqvist (1994) based on their study of 25 markets provide the following three reasons to explain massive underpricing in emerging markets.
Average initial returns tend to be higher (i) the greater is the level of government interference, (ii) the earlier in the offer process a fixing offering price is set, and (iii) the riskier are the firms going public. As countries have progressed in developing their capital markets, the validity of the first two reasons for the massive underpricing has vanished. 2 But emerging markets continue to experience very high initial returns even now. This fact flies in the face of theories grounded in investor rationality such as certification or information asymmetry.
3
A major difference between the developed and emerging markets with respect to initial public offerings is the participation of retail investors. While institutional investors dominate IPO subscriptions in developed markets, retail investors dominate in emerging markets. Extant research is also of the view that retail investors are much more prone to 1 Source from Jay Ritter's website: http://bear.cba.ufl.edu/ritter/IntJuly2009.pdf 2 For instance, the use of book-building is now widely prevalent in both Indian and Chinese markets. See for instance Khurshed, Pande and Singh (2009) and Gao (2009) . 3 To explain the continued high initial returns on the basis of risk will require more than a heroic effort by financial economists.
sentiment than institutional investors. Thus a possible explanation for the high initial listing returns in emerging markets is the apparent "irrationality" of the sentiment-driven retail investors. We pursue this line of enquiry in the Indian IPO market. We are encouraged by three major features of the Indian IPO market that make this pursuit fruitful. First, retail investors are preferentially allocated more shares in an IPO than institutional investors. Second, pricing of IPOs is no longer controlled by governmental agencies with book-building as the preferred mechanism for pre-offer price discovery.
Third, there exists an active grey market for trading Indian IPOs prior to their listing on the stock market. The grey market is not legally sanctioned, but continues to function and provide liquidity and price discovery services for new issues. The absence of a legal status precludes widespread institutional participation and is therefore a relatively cleaner setting for examining the role of sentiment-driven trading by retail investors in the new issues market.
We contribute to the literature in the following ways. First, our study examines the functioning of grey markets is the Indian IPO market. As such, this study breaks fresh ground, since we are not aware of any study in an emerging market context. Second, since prior research has shown that retail investors are more prone to overreaction, it is useful to examine if investor sentiment as proxied by grey market prices can explain listing returns. Finally, if grey markets are associated with predictable pattern in aftermarket stock prices, then investors can potentially earn abnormal profits by using trading strategies. Our empirical results indicate that grey market prices are predictable and that these prices are strongly positively associated with initial listing returns.
Furthermore, selling at grey market prices and subsequent short-covering produces abnormal profits for retail investors.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe the institutional setting for Indian IPOs. In Section 3, we outline our data sources and sample selection procedures. Section 4 contains a brief overview of the related literature and our empirical results regarding determinants of grey market prices, their impact on initial listing and aftermarket performance. In section 5, we report results of investment strategies designed to exploit the predictable patterns in after-market returns as compared to grey market prices. The final section concludes.
Institutional Setting

Indian IPO Market
The oldest stock exchange in India is the Bombay Stock Exchange which was established There are a number of regional stock exchanges as well. But these are practically defunct.
Historically, the Indian economy had been regulated with a heavy hand. This changed significantly in 1991 when the Indian government deregulated some segments of the economy in response to a serious balance-of-payments crisis. The Disclosure and Investor Protection (DIP) Guidelines issued by SEBI constitute the basis for regulations governing primary market issuance in India. A major feature of this regulation was the abolition of pricing control that occurred in 1992.
Companies with a track record were allowed free pricing of issues while new firms (with less than 12 months of operating history) were restricted to issuing equity at par value.
Initially, IPOs in India were offered only via a fixed price mechanism. The regulators sanctioned the use of book-building for IPOs in September 1999.
While the regulatory changes have brought the issuance process similar to that of developed markets, there remain significant differences between the Indian system and those prevailing in the US and Europe. In order to understand the differences more clearly, we describe the IPO issuance process as it obtains now in the following subsection.
The Issuance Process
The first task of the firm conducting an IPO is to select its investment banker. In Indian parlance, the main investment banker is called as the Book Running Lead Manager (bookrunner). The bookrunner initially files a Draft Red Herring Prospectus (DRHP) with the regulator. This document contains all relevant information pertaining to the issue except the price. The bookrunner arrives at a tentative price based on the prospects of the issuing firm and market conditions. A report containing details of the issue including price is then circulated amongst its institutional client base and the bookrunner conducts the road show. Based on information collected at the road show, the bookrunner arrives at a price band which is similar to the filing range in US parlance.
The bookrunner then files the Red Herring Prospectus (RHP), which contains the pricing band, with SEBI. The price band is the basis of the book building process.
The price band provides a minimum and maximum price -the range within which the final offer price will lie. The pricing band could be adjusted upward or downward based on demand. By regulation, the maximum price in the band cannot exceed 120% of the minimum price of the band. In the US difference between the minimum and maximum price in filing price range is almost always USD 2. Whereas in the US the filing range may be revised many times, in India the price band is almost never revised upwards and sometimes revised downwards in the face of low demand.
After filing the RHP, the bookrunner forms a syndicate of brokers/banks/financial service providers to perform the book building exercise. Regulators have categorized investors into three classes for the purpose of IPO allocation -Qualified Institutional Buyers (QIBs), Non-institutional Investors (NIIs) and retail investors. The QIBs are to be allocated no more than 50% of the offered shares. Each retail investor is allowed to invest a maximum of INR 100,000 and collectively retail investors should be allocated a minimum of 35% of the offered shares. NIIs are essentially high networth retail investors who invest more than INR 100,000 in an issue and are collectively allocated 15% of the shares. Thus in every issue retail investors are guaranteed a minimum of 50% of the shares offered.
The book building period typically lasts for 5 days with a minimum of 3 days and a maximum of 10 days as ordained by the regulator. All classes of investors have to place their bids only through the syndicate. All bids may be modified during the book building period. The bids are electronically entered by the syndicate members and transmitted to the Bombay and National Stock Exchanges through a satellite network.
The books are updated and disseminated at half-hourly intervals by BSE and NSE. The websites show for each category of investors, the number of shares applied for and the percentage of the issue that has been subscribed.
After the completion of the book-building period, the bookrunner in consultation with the managers of the issuing firm decide on the offer price. If the issue is oversubscribed for any category of investors, then pro-rata allocation is made by means of a lottery. It is the responsibility of the stock exchanges to ensure that the allocation is conducted in an impartial manner.
In addition to the regulations outlined in this section, issuing firms also need to get their offer of initial public offerings graded by one of the accredited credit rating agencies. We explain the relevant details of this requirement below.
IPO Grading
In Typically the grading exercise begins when the firm enlists the services of a CRA.
Analysts from the CRA hold meetings with the CEO, CFO, and heads of strategic business units. They also visit the firm's plants if required. The rationale for grade awarded is conveyed to the firm. This information is required to be disclosed in the prospectus.
Grey Market
Another interesting feature of the Indian IPO market is the existence of a Grey Market. what she has sold, she has to buy from the market and deliver. Most of the issues sell at a premium to the offer price. However, it is not uncommon to see some issues selling at a discount to the offer price.
A thriving grey market exists because of divergent perceptions regarding a particular issue. While some investors see the issue as highly underpriced and are willing to pay a substantial premium, others may feel that the high premium is not justified. The grey market for a given issue becomes active once the firm announces its book building dates. The grey market price is determined in the market based on supply and demand and fluctuates over time. Information regarding grey market prices can be obtained from websites dedicated to IPOs such as chittorgarh.com, greymarket.in, and smartinvestment.in. Since grey market trading is illegal, official sources of grey market are not available from the stock exchanges or bookrunners. Grey market remains active until the stock is listed. Since it typically takes about three weeks from the closure of book to the commencement of trading on the stock exchange, grey market prices provide an early indicator for the expected listing price of the issue. As such even investment bankers pay attention to the grey market price to predict possible listing price.
Data and Sample Selection
Our sample includes all Indian IPOs that were issued from May 1, 2007 to December 31,
2008
. We obtained our data from five different sources. SDC Platinum New Issues data base was our source for basic issue characteristics. The website of the regulator was utilized as the source of issue prospectuses. 6 Bloomberg database was our source for stock prices and trading volume. We accessed the websites of the credit rating agencies to obtain the IPO grades. Finally, we collected the grey market premium (GMP) from various websites dedicated to IPOs such as chittorgarh.com, greymarket.in, and smartinvestment.in. Although grey markets operate from the time the book-building dates are announced, we only collect the last grey market price prior to the listing day.
Our intent is to measure the retail investor sentiment prior to the listing of the stock on the exchange.
Our overall sample is composed of 75 issues which went public between May 2007 and December 2008. In Table 1 , we show descriptive statistics regarding offer, firm and corporate governance characteristics of our entire sample and the two subsamples based on grey market premium. We characterize as an issue as one of low grey market premium (Low GMP) if the GMP on the day before listing was below or equal to the median for the sample. The rest of the sample is classified as issue with high GMP.
First, we note a number of significant differences between the low and high GMP subsamples with regard to offer characteristics. The average net proceeds of high GMP firms is significantly higher than that of low GMP firms. This finding implies that firms making larger issues enjoy higher grey market premiums. The offer price is also higher for high GMP firms as compared to low GMP firms. High GMP firms also enjoy higher listing returns on the opening day of trading. High GMP firms on average use more reputed underwriters as compared to low GMP firms. Second, we find a few significant differences between high and low GMP with respect to firm characteristics. High GMP firms on average have higher EPS as compared to low GMP firms. Furthermore the Net Asset Value per share is higher for high GMP firms as compared to low GMP firms.
Although low GMP firms have a higher mean value of total assets than low GMP firms, the medians show the exact opposite pattern. A similar pattern is also observed for total liabilities. Thus we can conclude that large size firms which are more profitable and have more asset value per share enjoy higher grey market premiums. Third, there are just a few significant differences between high and low GMP firms with respect to corporate governance. High GMP firms tend to have busier managing directors and higher postissue holdings of promoters as compared to low GMP firms.
IPO Pricing and Listing Returns in the Presence of a Grey Market
Related Literature
There exists a large literature that implies a significant presence of sentiment investors in the IPO market. For instance, Ritter (1991) finds that abnormally high prices at the listing of an IPO is followed by abnormally low returns in the long-run. Ritter and Welch (2002) show that this reversal pattern is especially strong in hot market periods. Purnanandam and Swaminathan (2003) find that issues which are overpriced relative to their fundamental values experience high returns on the listing day but are followed by lower returns in the long run. An explanation for this finding is that underwriters set the offer price at a price higher than the fair value when investors exhibit excessive interest in a particular issue. Thus we observe a high return in the short-run and the price drifts down towards its fundamental value. Similar findings are reported by Ljungqvist, Nanda, and Singh (2006) .
Using the grey market, some researchers measure the expectations of sentiment investors directly. Dorn (2003) reports that the volume of grey market trading among the customers of a German retail brokerage firm is correlated with high listing returns and low returns subsequently. Loffler, Panther, and Thiessen (2005) find that grey market prices are unbiased predictors of first-day prices. Aussenegg, Pichler, and Stomper (2006) report similar findings. Cornelli, Goldreich, and Ljungqvist (2006) using grey market data for a large number of European IPOs find an asymmetric relation between grey market prices and subsequent returns. When grey market prices are high subsequent returns are lower. This pattern does not occur when grey market prices are low. They attribute this finding to the enthusiasm of small investors who drive the prices high in the short-run in the aftermarket followed by a reversal as price converges to the fundamental value over the long-run.
In the case of the Indian market which is dominated by retail investors, we are likely to find the impact of sentiment investors on IPO returns. Furthermore, the long delay of about three-weeks between the completion of book building and stock market listing provides an ample opportunity for sentiment investors to trade based on their excessive interest in a given issue. Furthermore, it also gives sophisticated investors an opportunity to exploit sentiment investors to make an abnormal profit. Thus it is possible that our findings reflect the findings reported in studies of other grey markets for IPOs.
On the other hand, it is also possible that sentiment investors' overreaction could be corrected more rapidly in the cases of issues with high grey market prices. This is due to the large time delay between the completion of book-building and listing in the stock exchanges. We therefore, examine this empirically in the following subsection.
Determinants of Grey Market Premium
In this subsection we address the important issue of determinants of grey market premium.
We measure grey market premium as the ratio of grey market price to offer price. The grey market price is the price over offer price that investors are willing to buy or sell in the unofficial market. We conduct OLS regressions using grey market premium as the dependent variable and firm characteristics, issue features and investor demand as independent variables. Our results are reported in that investors regard offer price as a quality proxy. We do not have an explanation for the negative impact of Return on Net worth on grey market premium. The basic result is that grey market premium which is a proxy for investor sentiment is predictable and is related to another variable that captures sentiment, namely, subscription.
Impact of Grey Market Prices on Aftermarket Returns and Volume
We report results of regressions of listing returns (Model 1) in Table 3 . The results show that listing day returns are strongly positively related to GMP that is measured on the day prior to listing. This finding indicates that grey market prices provide early indications regarding listing day prices. As such our evidence is consistent with earlier work on grey market such as Loffler, Panther, and Theissen (2005) and Aussenegg, Pichler, and Stomper (2006) . IPO grades are strongly negatively related to listing returns indicating that IPO grades act as a quality signal thereby reducing the underpricing. Offer price is also negatively related to underpricing suggesting that offer price acts as a quality proxy.
The basic results are unaltered when we use days 2, 5, 10 and 20 closing prices to measure underpricing. As such, these results indicate that grey market prices possess strong information content regarding future stock price after listing. It appears that investor sentiment is captured in grey market prices that is then carried through in aftermarket prices. Firms with higher return on net worth and those with higher total assets earn higher returns. Overall, our results suggest that grey market prices have information content regarding future returns of the IPOs.
In panel B, we examine after-market returns based on the closing price on the listing day. GMP is positive and significant for up to 30 days. Beyond that period, its significance drops. The key finding is that GMP does not enter with a negative sign.
Issues with a higher grey market price are not associated with a steeper correction in the after-market. As such our results are at variance with those reported by Cornelli, Goldreich, Ljungqvist (2006) .
In order to understand our findings more clearly, we plot the mean and median grey market premium and underpricing (measured at the closing price on the listing day) and report the outcome in Figures 1 and 2 . These figures clearly show that listing prices are lower than that implied by grey market prices. That is prices start correcting downwards starting from the listing day. We also notice sharper corrections for high GMP subsample as compared to the low GMP subsample. We examine further the magnitude of price corrections using grey market prices as the benchmark. A graphic portrayal of our results is contained in Figures 3 and 4 . Starting from the listing day, after-market prices correct sharply from the grey market prices. From day 2 to 20, the corrections increase almost monotonically. Relative to grey market prices, the median correction is about 25% for high GMP firms and about 18% for low GMP firms.
In order to understand this phenomenon further, we plot average cumulative returns from listing day until 120 days. For the subsample with high GMP there is an initial sharp correction followed by a gentle downward adjustment in prices. On the other hand for low GMP firms, we find that initial correction is less sharp, but subsequently the price reversion is much more steeper. An implication of our finding is that while high Grey Market Prices are indicative of a preponderance of sentiment traders, they may also indicate the presence of sophisticated investors who stand ready to exploit investor irrationality.
Summing up, we find that after-market returns of Indian IPOs start correcting from the prices indicated by grey market prices. As such this pattern is potentially exploitable by sophisticated investors. Empirical evidence on this is shown in the next section.
Trading Strategies to Profit from Grey Market Prices
Can a savvy investor exploit the observed pattern in after-market prices relative to the grey market prices? We explore this more fully by utilizing two strategies. Strategy A involves selling at the grey market prices and delivering the shares on the listing day.
When an issue is oversubscribed we assume that an investor gets a fractional allotment and buys the rest of the shares short-sold from the market at the closing price on the listing day. The results of this strategy are shown only for retail investors. We also show the results of the profits from this strategy by short-covering on days 2, 5, 10 and 20.
Strategy B involves buying shares at the prices implied by grey market and selling it in the aftermarket on listing day and days 2,5,10 and 20. As such this strategy tries to examine if there is a momentum effect and whether investor exploit it to make profits. If a momentum effect exists, then it should affect issues that are more highly oversubscribed. Therefore we examine the profitability of this strategy based on the degree of oversubscription.
The results of investment strategies A and B are shown in Table 6 . Based on both raw and excess returns strategy A shows positive returns for all horizons and for both low and high GMP subsamples. The median raw returns range from 16.3% to 24.8% for the high GMP subsample and from 9% to 17.8% for low GMP subsample. High GMP stocks on average higher profits from strategy A as compared to low GMP stocks but the differences are only weakly significant for some of the horizons. A similar pattern is observed when we observe excess returns arising from implementing strategy A.
In contrast to strategy A, strategy B does not show positive returns for any horizon. We dichotomize the returns for firms with high and low oversubscription. The returns from following strategy B are predominantly negative and there is no significant difference across the subsamples. Both raw returns and excess returns are preponderantly negative for strategy B.
Summing up, it appears that grey market prices incorporate retail investors' sentiment in Indian IPOs. Interestingly, the effects of this start to get corrected rather quickly starting from the listing day. Sophisticated investors are able to profit from following a strategy of selling at the grey market price and subsequent short-covering on listing.
Conclusion
There exist a number of research papers that document a significant role for investor sentiment in IPO markets. Recent work based on grey markets in developed countries
show that initial high returns for IPOs and their subsequent reversal can be explained by investor sentiment. In the context of emerging markets, IPOs are shown to earn very high returns which are not easily explained by theories involving investor rationality. A plausible explanation is the existence of investor sentiment. We study the grey market for Indian IPOs to examine the role of sentiment investors.
Our principal findings are as follows. First, grey market prices are highly predictable and they are related to the subscription levels of investors. Second, initial listing returns are positively and significantly related to grey market premium. Third, aftermarket returns start correcting sharply from listing day onwards when we use grey market prices as the basis. This gives rise to a profitable trading strategy of selling at grey market prices followed by short-covering upon listing.
We contribute to the literature on IPO underpricing by showing that investor sentiment plays a major role in explaining initial returns by using evidence from the Indian grey market. Also in contrast to the studies done on developed markets we find that subsequent stock price corrections in the aftermarket are not related to grey market premium. Perhaps, the measured grey market premium is a noisy proxy for investor sentiment. . The low and high grey market premiums (GMP) are classified by the median of GMP. If the firm's GMP is equal and lower (higher) than the media GMP, the firm is classified by low (high) GMP. Shares offered is the number of shares issued to the public by the issuers. Net proceeds is the total amount raised by th issuers excluding fees and expenses. Offer price is the issuing price of the IPO shares. Low (High) file price is the lowest (highest) offer price. Offer-to-Open (Offer-to Close) return BSE is the difference between the opening (closing) price and offer price as a percentage of the offer price for IPOs listing on Bombay Stock Exchange Total subscription (oversubscription) is the aggregate of QIB, retail and non-institutions subscriptions (oversubscription times). QIB and retail subscriptio (oversubscription) are the qualified institutional buyers and retail investors subscription (oversubscription times), respectively. UW reputation is the investment bank' reputation measured by the market shares of the proceeds and overallotment shares raised by them during 2006 -2008. The number of underwriters includes lead an co-lead manager in the IPO activity. Age is the number of years from incorporating to listing year for IPO firms. Sales, net income, cash flows from operating, tota assets, total liabilities, EPS, return on net worth and net assets value per share are based on the most recent fiscal year ending prior to the IPO. Number of directors is th total number of directors on the board, number of independent directors is the total number of independent or outside directors. Busy managing director is the number o concurrent directorships held by the managing director. Managing director age is the age of managing director. Board age is the average age of the board of director Managing director (Board) shareholding pre-IPO is the percentage of shares held by managing director (board of directors) prior to IPO. Promote shareholdings pre-an post-IPO are the percentage of shares held by the firm's promoters before and after the IPO, respectively. The financial and corporate governance data are retrieved from the IPO prospectus. The mean and median comparisons of low and high GMP samples are based on the independent t-test and Wilcoxon Signed Rank test, respectively *** , ** , and * represent significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels for a two-tailed test, respectively. 
All Firms
Table 2 Grey Market Premium Regression Results
The dependent variable is the grey market premium (GMP) which is measured by the closing grey market premium. Over Subscription is the number of times of over subscriptions of the qualified institutional buyers (QIB), retail bidders and non-institutional bidders. QIB Over Subscription is the number of times of over subscription of the qualified institutional buyers, i.e. mutual funds. Retail Over Subscription is the number of times of over subscription of the retail bidders including Hindu undivided family, non-resident Indians, etc. Non-Institutional Over Subscription is the number of times of over subscription of the non-institutional bidders other than QIB and retail bidders.
Grading is the actual grade assigned by the grading agencies and ranges from 1 to 5; for non-graded IPOs, we assigned the value of zero. VC takes the value of 1 if the IPO is backed by venture capital; zero otherwise. UW Reputation is the investment bank's reputation measured by the market share of the proceeds and overallotment shares raised during 2006 -2008 . Group Affiliation is a dummy variable which equals 1 if the IPO is group affiliated; zero otherwise. Analyst Recommend is the dummy variable which equals 1 if the IPO is recommended for subscription; (avoid) zero otherwise. Method is the dummy variable which equals 1 if IPO method is fixed-price; zero otherwise. Offer Price is the logarithm of IPO offer price. Issue Size is the logarithm of number of shares offered. RONW is the return on net worth prior to the IPO as reported in the prospectus. Chg_Promoter Shares is the ratio of post-IPO promoter shares and pre-IPO promoter shares. Total Assets is prior to the IPO and is collected from prospectus. Age is the logarithm of number of years from incorporated year to IPO year. * , ** , and *** represent the 10%, 5%, and 1% two-tailed significance level, respectively. The t-statistics in the parentheses are White heteroskedasticity-consistent. The dependent variable is underpricing. We measured the underpricing as the offer-to-close return, [(closing price -offer price) / offer price], on the listing day, 2-day, 5-day, 10-day and 20-day in Model 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively. GMP is the grey market premium measured by the closing grey market premium. Grading is the actual grade assigned by the grading agencies and ranges from 1 to 5; for non-graded IPOs we assigned the value of 0. VC takes the value of 1 if the IPO is backed by venture capital; zero otherwise. UW Reputation is the investment bank's reputation measured by the market share of the proceeds and overallotment shares raised during 2006 -2008 . Group Affiliation is a dummy variable which equals 1 if the IPO is group affiliated; zero otherwise. Analyst Recommend is the dummy variable which equals 1 if the IPO is recommended for subscription; (avoid) zero otherwise. Method is the dummy variable which equals 1 if IPO method is fixed-price; zero otherwise. Offer Price is the logarithm of IPO offer price. Issue Size is the logarithm of number of shares offered. RONW is the return on net worth prior to the IPO as reported in the prospectus. Chg_Promoter Shares is the ratio of post-IPO promoter shares and pre-IPO promoter shares. Total Assets is prior to the IPO and is collected from prospectus. Age is the logarithm of number of years from incorporated year to IPO year. * , ** , and *** represent the 10%, 5%, and 1% two-tailed significance level, respectively. The tstatistics in the parentheses are White heteroskedasticity-consistent. This table presents the two investment strategies of retail bidders. Panel A strategy is selling at grey market premium (GMP) on day before listing. Deliver on listing day to cover the position. Return is measured as (Selling Price -Buying Price)/Buying Price. Selling price = GMP + offer price; Buying Price = (1/Retail over subscription) * (Offer Price) + {1-(1/Retail over subscription)} * (closing price on listing day). Panel B strategy is buying at GMP plus offer price from grey market, and sell at listing day closing price, i.e. days 2, 5,10,20 etc. Excess return is the abnormal return relative to the market return measured by the Sensex index market return. The mean and median comparisons of low and high GMP samples in panel A and that of low and high oversubscription samples are based on the independent t-test and Wilcoxon Signed Rank test, respectively. *** , ** , and * represent significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels for a two-tailed test, respectively. 
